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Court Rules Retail Landlords Can Utilize Radius Restrictions to 
Protect Their Tenant Mix
Rebecca Lunceford

Radius restrictions, in their most basic form, are intended to protect a landlord’s ability to realize 
percentage rent and avoid gross sales “kick outs” by preventing a tenant from cannibalizing its own 
sales. In addition, landlords can use radius restrictions to keep competing shopping centers from 
drawing away the most desirable shoppers seeking a particular retail store.

This latter situation was recently addressed by Georgia courts when a tenant challenged the 
enforceability of radius restrictions. In that case, AGG successfully represented the landlord when 
a tenant breached the radius restriction in its lease. The tenant argued that the radius restriction, 
which prohibited it from opening another store within five miles, was an unfair restraint on trade and, 
thus, unenforceable under Georgia law.

AGG attorneys Jim Gober and Rebecca Lunceford rebutted this argument by showing that the 
radius restriction was limited and necessary to serve a legitimate purpose—that being to protect 
the exclusivity of the high-end, destination shopping center. Notably, the lease did not contain a 
corresponding percentage rent or gross sales-based kick out provision that would have given an 
even more compelling basis for the inclusion of the radius restriction. Nonetheless, the court ruled 
that maintaining the exclusive nature of a shopping center by prohibiting a tenant from opening 
another store within five miles served a legitimate business purpose without being overly restrictive. 
Accordingly, the provision was enforceable and, since the tenant had opened another store within 
the restricted area, the tenant had breached the lease. 

Also, because of a prevailing party attorneys’ fees provision in the lease, not only did the tenant 
ultimately lose the lawsuit, it was also obligated to pay the landlord’s attorneys’ fees. While this 
was certainly a win for the landlord in this lawsuit, it does not result in all radius restrictions being 
automatically enforceable—a landlord still must be able to show that the radius restriction is tailored 
to serve a legitimate business purpose, necessitating consideration as to every lease and not 
automatically lending itself to boilerplate incorporation.
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